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When powerful l a se r  radiat ion is focused in a liquid the e lectromagnet ic  radiation energy is t r a n s -  
formed into mechanical  work, into the energy of motion of the medium. The question of how the energy 
t ransformat ion  p rocess  takes place and the effectiveness of this p rocess  has not yet  been ent irely clarif ied 
in spite of the fact that the p rocess  is of definite scientific and pract ical  in teres t .  The high concentrat ion 
of the l a s e r  radiat ion luminous energy and the shor t  duration of its re lease  make it possible to examine the 
phenomena taking place in the liquid f rom the viewpoint of explosion physics .  

In the following we presen t  the resul ts  of an experimental  study of the hydrodynamic p rocesses  which 
take place when monopulse ruby l a se r  radiat ion is focused in water .  The data obtained are  used as a 
basis  to establish the degree of correspondence between the nature of this phenomenon and that observed 
in chemical explosions or an e lec t r ic  discharge in water .  The values of the photohydrodynamic coefficient 
of the p rocess  is determined,  Joe., the fract ion of the radiat ion energy which is t r ans formed  into mechanical 
work. 

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S E T U P  

The experiments  were conducted on a setup shown schemat ical ly  in Fig. 1. The ruby l a se r  (1) light 
pulse passed through the sys tem of focusing lenses  with overall  focal length 20-30 mm (2) and entered the 
cell (3) filled with water .  In the f i r s t  se r ies  of experiments  we studied the development of the cavitational 
bubble when the l a se r  beam was focused in tap water .  To this end we photographed the p rocess  using the 
SFR-IM high-speed camera  (4), operat ing both in the s ing le - f rame scan mode and in the photorecorder  
mode. The optical sys tem of the setup made it possible to observe the shadow pattern of the propagation 
in the liquid of the compress ion  waves caused by the p re s su re  pulse at the focus of the l a se r  beam. 
Illumination was provided by the pulsed gas discharge lamp (5), which was synchronized with the l a se r  
radiation pulse and with the SFR-IM camera  control system~ 

In this same se r ies  of experiments  r ecords  were made of the p re s su re  pat tern in the shock waves 
generated at the l a se r  beam focus with the aid of the p iezoelec t r ic  p re s su re  sensors  (6). The p re s su re  
sensors  were located so as to measure  the p res su re  at distances f rom 10 to 60 mm f rom the focus in the 
d i rec t ion normal  to the radiat ion axis.  In this ser ies  of experiments  the average  radiation energy,  de te r -  
mined using a ca lor imeter ,  was about 0.5 J with a pulse duration of 50-60 nsee.  

In the second ser ies  of experiments  we studied the p r e s s u r e  variat ion in the shock wave as a function 
of the direct ion relat ive to the location of the focal spot and the optical axis.  To this end the p re s su re  
sensors  were located in the cell filled with distilled water  so that simultaneous recordings  were made of 
the p r e s s u r e  in the direction normal  to the l a se r  optical axis and along this axis. In this ser ies  of exper i -  
ments the radiation energy was about 1~ J with a pulse duration of 30 nsec.  

P r e s s u r e  sensors  of two types were  used in both ser ies  of exper iments .  The sensit ive element of 
the probes of the f i r s t  type was made f rom a plate of polar ized barium titanate ceramic ,  bonded to an 
acoust ic  waveguide - a small  zinc rod embedded in wax [1]. When recording  the p re s su re  in the wave 
propagating perpendicular  to the optical axis of the l a se r  sys tem these sensors  had a resolut ion time of 
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Fig. 1 

0.25 ~sec, and when recording the p r e s s u r e  along the radiat ion axis the f igure was 0.8 #see. The sensors  
of the second type were a needle with a tourmaline piezocrysta l  bonded to the tip. When the sensors  of 
this type were installed in the f i r s t  or  second location their  resolut ion was 0.8 and 2.5 psec respect ively .  
The signals were  recorded  on osci l lographs of the OK-17M type (7) with high impedance preampl i f iers  
which were f ree  of frequency distort ion up to 6 MHz. The sensors  were  cal ibrated in a h igh-p ressu re  
shock-detonation tube using the calculated gasdynamie relations connecting the p res su re  at the shock 
wave front with its velocity, and in an explosion tank using standard charges - the ED-8E type commerc ia l  
e lectr ical  detonators .  

RESULTS OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS 

Study of the high-speed movie data shows that the energy release process when a powerful monopulse 
laser beam is focused in water has an explosive nature and is accompanied by the same hydrodynamic 
phenomena which arise during the explosion of chemical explosive charges or during electrical discharges 
in water. 

Figure 2a shows single-frame shadow scan of the development and pulsations of the cavity from 
breakdown at the focus; only typical frames are shown; the frame speed was 62,500 per sec. 

It is easy to see from the pictures the features which are characteristic for all underwater explosions; 
the formation and expansion of the cavity, the cavity reaching its maximal size, collapse and subsequent 
pulsations of the vapor-gas bubble. 

If the focal spot is close to the free surface of the water, a cavitation zone is formed, just as in the 
case of the underwater explosion near the surface, and a water spout develops. 

Figure 2b shows single-frame shadow pictures of the explosive process when the laser beam is 
focused near the free surface; only typical frames are shown; the frame speed was 62,500 per sec. 

The cavity shape when it reaches its final size is nearly spherical, just like the shape of the cavity 
which forms in water during the explosion of a concentrated chemical charge. However, the initial stage 
of cavity development is not characterized by spherical symmetry of the motion. The cavity is elongated 
along the radiation axis. This nature of the initial stage of cavity development corresponds to the explosion 
of a cylindrical charge of finite length. 

A more detailed study of the initial cavity development stage, made photographically using a shadow 
setup, shows that the formation of the disturbing centers along the radiation axis in the region of the focal 
spot is not simultaneous, rather the duration of their formation exceeds by several fold the duration of the 
radiation input. Initially, very small vapor-gas bubbles arise at the center of the focal spot, then the bubble 
formation phase displaces rapidly in both directions along the radiation axis. As the vapor-gas bubbles 
approach and merge with the central formation, they create after a few microseconds the nucleus of the 
cavitation bubble - a cavity which is elongated along the radiation axis. It is significant that the formation 
of individual bubbles along the radiation axis, which pulsate independently of the central cavity, continues 
right up to the time when the central cavity reaches its maximal size. 
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Fig. 2 

Measurement  of the maximal cavity radius makes it possible to es t imate  direct ly the absolute m a g -  
nitude of the kinetic energy E r of the radial  motion of the liquid, which in turn charac te r izes  quantitatively 
the value of the photohydrodynamie coefficient.  To this end we use the relation for calculating the potential 
energy stored by the bubble during its expansion to the maximal size [2] 

E r  = 4/snrm~Po (2. ] ) 

where rm  is the maximal cavity radius,  P0 is the hydrostat ic  p ressu re  in the medium. 

Analysis  of the se r ies  of photographs showed that in the case ha question the average value of E r 
amounts to 4% of the total radiat ion energy.  

Figxlre 3 shows as an example a continuous schl ieren  photoreeording of the initial cavity development 
stage,  the shock waves f rom the breakdown at the focus, and the waves ref lected f rom the free sur face .  

Important charac te r i s t i c s  of the explosion p rocess  in a liquid are  the coefficients which charac te r ize  
the energy loss  of the radial motion of the liquid during sequential pulsations of the bubble. The reduction 
of the oscil lat ion period and the maximal cavity dimensions during its pulsations is connected uniquely 
with the intensity of the compress ion  waves which form as the cavity col lapses.  It is known [2] that the 
rat io of the energy E k s tored in the kth bubble pulsation to the energy E k + 1 of the bubble of the (k + 1)st 
pulsation obeys the relat ion 
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Fig. 3 

k+l \ --k+l / (2.2) 

where T is the period of the corresponding cavity pulsation. 

The measurements  made in per forming the descr ibed ser ies  of experiments  yield the following cavity 
pulsation charac te r i s t i c s :  the maximal cavity diameter  in the f i rs t ,  second,and third pulsations is 6.3, 2.9, 
and 1.6 ram. The periods of success ive  pulsations are  T i = 590 ~see, T 2 = 240 psec, T 3 = ]30 ~sec. Hence 
we can obtain the relat ionships between the energy loss  coefficients 772 = 0.07~ 1, ~3 = 0.016~72. 

Comparing these values with the known data [2] for  the case of underwater  TNT explosions ~72 = 0.34 
~l, ~3 = 0.54 ~72, we can conclude that there is a fas te r  loss of the liquid radial  motion energy in success ive  
pulsations of the cavity caused by l a se r  radiation in a liquid. This is explained to a considerable degree 
by the deviation of the oscil lation p rocess  f rom the central ly symmet r i c  type, which leads to rapid des t ruc -  
tion of the cavity. But the p r imary  reason  for the intense energy loss  in success ive  pulsations of the cavity 
is the radiat ion of comparat ively  powerful compress ion  waves during cavity collapse.  The absence of 
detonation products in the cavity crea tes  conditions for more complete cavity collapse than is observed 
during underwater  explosion of a chemical  charge.  

The determination of the dynamic charac te r i s t i cs  of cavity development makes it tempting to t ry  to 
determine the p re s su re  at  the focal spot of the l a se r  beam with the aid of the famil iar  hydrodynamic 
relat ions connecting the thermodyanmic pa ramete r s  of the detonation products in a cavity and the kinetics 
of the liquid motion. For  example, we shall use the relat ion [3, 4] descr ibing the expansion of a spherical  
cavity filled with a gas with adiabatic exponent 1.33 in an ideal incompress ible  liquid as a function of the 
initial cavity radius r0, hydrostat ic  p r e s su re  P0 at the depth of the explosion, and the initial p r e s s u r e  P1 
in the embrionic cavity. 

P0 [l -- (r0/rm)3 ] (2.3) 
P l  = 3 (ro / rm)3 ( i  - -  ro/r m ) 

Assuming that the initial radius of the cavity in which the sought p r e s su re  l~l is given is determined 
by the beam divergence and in the descr ibed se r ies  of experiments  amounts to 0.1 ram, and using the data 
of the experiments  conducted, we can find that this p r e s s u r e  amounts to 104- 105 bar .  However this 
es t imate  will be ext remely  rough, even if we consider  the water  compressibi l i ty ,  which in itself introduces 
significant correc t ions  into the computational resu l t s .  

At the focal zone of the l a se r  beam there  is formed a superheated vapor -gas  medium containing 
part ial ly ionized products of decomposition of the water .  For  such a medium we cannot use the relat ions 
of the form (2.3), since they were obtained for a sphere filled with an ideal gas with known thermodynamic 
charac te r i s t i c s .  In addition to the uncertainty in the state of the mat te r  at the focal spot in the initial 
development period of the phenomenon the initial cavity radius,  which is not identical with the radius of 
the focal spot, will also be uncertain.  Moreover,  the initial disturbances when focusing the l a se r  beam 
in water  does not develop with spherical  symmet ry  and the format ion of the individual disturbing centers  
will not be simultaneous.  

P iezoelec t r ic  Measurements of the P r e s s u r e  Field. The complex nature of the development of the 
explosion p rocess  in the focal zone of the l a s e r  beam has a unique influence on the p re s su re  field which 
develops in the region of this spot. F igure  4a, b shows typical osc i l lograms of the p re s su re  recorded  in 
the f i r s t  se r ies  of experiments  at a distance of 30 mm from the l a se r  beam focus.  
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We see f rom the r eco rd  in Fig. 4a (timing marks  10 KHz) 
that the p res su re  pulse caused by l a se r  radiation creates  in the 
liquid a ser ies  of compress ion  waves corresponding both to the 
t ime of beginning of the formation of the cavity and to the t imes 
of cavity collapse during its subsequent pulsations.  The f i r s t  
compress ion  wave is charac te r ized  by an abrupt p re s su re  r i se ;  
as a rule the subsequent pulses have a gradual p ressu re  r i se .  

Shock waves and the se r i e s  of compress ion  waves which 
are  formed during pulsations of the gaseous sphere  are  also 
observed during underwater  explosions of concentrated chemical 
charges .  However, the nature of the p res su re  change behind 
the shock wave front  in the case studied here  is significantly 

Fig.  4 different f rom that in the shock wave of the underwater  chemical 
charge explosion. 

The record  shown in Fig.  4b, where the p res su re  pat tern of the f i rs t  pulse is shown stretched out 
considerably in t ime (timing marks  400 KHz), shows that immediately behind the f i r s t  p r e s su re  pulse there 
follows a group of intense compress ion  waves,  which are  not observed in underwater  chemical explosions.  
The slight subdividing of the compress ion  wave in the experiments  descr ibed was also r ecorded  for the 
p re s su re  pulses corresponding to the cavity pulsations.  

The formation of such a complex p r e s s u r e  field can be explained by the nonspherici ty of the hydro -  
dynamic flow in the vicinity of the focal spot in the initial cavity development period and the nonsimultaneity 
of the occur rence  of the disturbing centers  in the focal spot region.  

In fact, the photorecording shown in Fig.  3, where the disturbance propagation is c lear ly  recorded  
with the aid of the shadow photographic technique, shows that the initial disturbance corresponding to the 
bow shock wave propagates  with a velocity close to the speed of sound. But the initial slope of the t r a ce s  
of the subsequent dis turbances corresponds  to a velocity exceeding the speed of sound in water  by 2-3 
t imes .  This is explained by the fact  that the dis turbances visible on the photorecording are  radiated by 
points located on the optical axis of the l a se r  beam but outside the plane of the photorecorder  slit .  T h e r e -  
fore dis turbances having velocit ies close to the speed of sound and cross ing  the sl i t  plane at an angle 
leave on the film a t race  whose slope corresponds  to its high propagation velocity.  

Thus it becomes obvious that the format ion of the group of compress ion  waves which follow 
immediately  behind the bow shock wave owes its appearance to the nonspherical  nature of the development 
of the central  cavity when the l a se r  radiat ion is focused in the water  and to the independent formation and 
pulsations of individual vapor -gas  bubbles near  the central  cavity on the optical axis of the l ase r  beam. 
The conclusions obtained in the osci l lographic measurements  correspond to the conclusions drawn in 
optical observat ions of hydrodynamic p rocesses  in the focal point region.  

We note that the general qualitative nature of the development of the hydrodynamic p rocesses  remains  
the same when focusing the radiat ion in distilled water ,  but the number and intensity of the high-frequency 
compress ion  pulses accompanying the f i r s t  dis turbances are  reduced.  

Figure 5 shows on a logar i thmic  scale the resul ts  of analysis of the experimental  data for  E = 0.5 J.  
Lines 1 and 2 were obtained by measur ing  the p r e s s u r e s  along lines at angles of 45 and 90 ~ to the radiat ion 
axis, respect ively .  Lines i and 2 show the amplitudes of the p res su re  p at the shock wave front as a func-  
tion of the focal spot distance R, r ecorded  during the f i r s t  se r ies  of exper iments .  Lines 3 and 4 are  the 
values of p as a function of the distance to the focal point, recorded  during the second se r i e s  of experiments  
for E = 1.5 J in the direct ion normal  to the radiation axis and along this axis, respect ive ly .  Comparison of 
lines 3 and 4 shows that the waves propagating along the normal  to the radiation axis exceed in amplitude 
by more  than a fac tor  of two the waves propagating along the optical axis for the same radiation energy.  

It follows f rom the osci l lographic  measurements  that the duration of the bow p re s su re  pulse in the 
case of the measurements  along the normal  to the radiation axis is shor te r  than the wave duration recorded  
by the sensor  along the radiat ion axis by near ly  a factor  of two. F rom this we can conclude that the bow 
shock wave pulses at the same distance from the focus are  near ly  s imi lar ,  r egard less  of the wave 
propagation direct ion.  
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An essential  charac te r i s t i c  of the bow shock wave is the fact 
G0 P, bar # . ~  that its duration amounts to only 2-3 #sec.  Hence it becomes 

obvious that the resolut ion of the p re s su re  p iezosensors  used in this GO 
study is not adequate for p roper  recording of the amplitude at the 

Z0 i \~ shock wave front.  
3 \ 

z Q \ \ ~  Therefore  the values shown in Fig, 5 a re  too low. The c o r r e c -  
/s t .  ~ ~ tion of the osc i l lograms  by extrapolation of the pulse amplitude [5], 
to " ~  ~ . .  \ which is the method usually used in such cases ,  will not be applicable 

~.  ~. \ here in view of the fact  that the shock waves have too steep a p r e s su re  
I " ~  \ ~  \ dropoff behind the front.  

E I I The resul ts  of a special  se r ies  of experiments  to determine the 8 fO /5 20 30 r 80 80 
Fig, 5 p r e s su re  on the shock wave front by the ~spall N method [2] can serve  

to i l lustrate what has been said above, 

It is known that the initial ra te  of r i se  U of the surface layers  
~no D~.. ~ of the water  in the case of normal  incidence of a shock wave on the 3o0 ~ i  r free surface  in the acoust ic  approximation is defined by the relat ion 

ZSg U-- 2P (3.1) 
pc 

200 

where pc is the acoustic res i s tance  of the water .  
I50 

Figure 6 shows the experimental  values of the p re s su re  p as a 
t2o function of distance for  the immediate  breakdown zone for  E = 0.5 J, 
I00 calculated f rom the liquid "spalling ~ veloci ty using (3.1); here  we 
g0 have used the measurements  of the initial ra te  of r i se  of the water  
6g dome direct ly  above the focal spot. Figure  2b shows an example of 

3 ~ ,5 5 ~ /0 Iz /5 zo a c inegram of the p rocess .  However we note that the conditions for 
Fig.  6 the formation of the ~spall" zone in the considered case of a m i c r o -  

explosion have several  specific pecul iar i t ies .  These include the 
brevi ty  of the action of the compress ion  phase in the shock wave and the large  curvature  of the shock wave 
front  at the moment  it leaves the free surface .  These charac te r i s t i cs  make it impossible to take the data 
presented here  as absolutely accura te ,  considering the presen t  status of our knowledge of the "spall" 
problem in a liquid. 

The nature of the relat ions in Figs .  5 and 6 make it possible to assume that the propagation of the 
shock wave which forms when monopulse l a s e r  radiat ion is focused in water  obeys the energet ic  s imi lar i ty  
principle,  which is well sat isfied in the case of underwater  chemical explosions [2]. In fact,  in logar i thmic 
coordinates these relat ions are  s t ra ight  l ines; therefore  they can be approximated by the express ion 

_P = A (E 'I~ [ R)  ~ (3.2) 

Here E is the l a se r  radiation energy,  R is the distance f rom the measurement  point to the focus, A 
and a a re  empir ical  coefficients.  

However, analysis  of the data showed that while the value of the coefficient ~ var ies  in different 
se r ies  of experiments  f rom 0.65 to 0.82, i.e., by only 20%, which can be explained by the p re s su re  m e a -  
surement  e r r o r s  noted above, the value of the coefficient A changes by 3-4 t imes,  which cannot be explained 
by any sys temat ic  procedural  deficiencies.  Therefore  it is not possible to establ ish a general ized relat ion 
of the form (3.2) on the basis  of the descr ibed experimental  data, par t icu la r ly  since the amplitude of the 
p re s su re  at the shock wave front  depends on the direction of its propagation relat ive to the radiation axis.  
The following situation may be the reason for this. 

In the underwater  chemical charge explosion case,  the initial intensity of the shock wave depends only 
on the pa rame te r s  of the detonation wave as it approaches the c h a r g e -  water  interface and not on the total 
amount of charge.  However, the dependence of the p r e s s u r e  at  the shock wave front on the explosive energy 
ref lects  the process  of superposit ioning of the ra refac t ion  wave, defined by the thermodynamic  state of a 
definite amount of the detonation products  contained in the cavity, on the bow shock wave. 
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In the case of monopulse l a se r  focusing in water ,  the initial p r e s s u r e  at the focus is determined by 
the radiat ion energy and power and this, in turn, leads to dependence of the p res su re  at the compress ion  
bow wave front in the initial stage of its development and, therefore ,  of the coefficient A on the radiat ion 
energy.  Hence it becomes obvious that an at tempt to es t imate  the p re s su re  at the focus of the l a se r  beam 
on the basis  of data on the p r e s s u r e  at  the shock wave front,  using the available hydrodynamic relat ionships 
which a re  valid in underwater  explosion physics,  may lead to questionable resu l t s .  

It appears that at p resen t  the mos t  reliable est imate of the initial p r e s su re  at the center  of the focal 
spot can be obtained using the e lect rodynamic charac te r i s t i cs  of the phenomenon. The excess e l e e t r o s t r i c -  
tien p res su re  is descr ibed by the formula [6] 

E ~, (as)  (3.3) 
P = - ~ - P  -~-p s 

Here E is the intensity of the e lec t r ic  component of the e lect romagnet ic  radiation, e is the dielectr ic  
permeabi l i ty  of the medium, p is the density of the medium. The e lectr ic  field intensity [7] 

E = l . i . t 0  a VW (a = ~/) (3.4) 
a 

Here W is the l a se r  radiation power, a is the radius of the focal spot, determined by the beam 
divergence fl and the sys tem focal length f .  

Assuming that p(Oe/Op)s is a constant quantity and equal for water  to 0.9 [8], and using (3.3), (3.4), 
we find that the p re s su re  developed at the focus of the l a se r  beam used reaches  105- 106 bar .  

The experimental  data obtained in this study make possible an est imate  of the compress ion  energy 
of the medium in the shock wave.  This es t imate  does not contradict  the previously  noted incompatibili ty 
of the phenomenon with the principle of energet ic  s imi la r i ty  which is used in underwater  explosion physics .  
If we take as the t ime ~- of act ion of the shock wave compress ion  phase the duration of the existence of the 
f i r s t  compress ion  wave group, then the shock wave energy is easi ly calculated f rom the formula [2] 

Ep- 4z~R'~ iP~(t)dt (3.5) 
pc 

0 

Here R is the distance f rom the center  of the explosion to the measurement  point, P(t) is the p re s su re  
at the shock wave as a function of time, pc is the acoust ic  res i s tance  of water .  

F r o m  analysis  of the piezoelect r ic  measurement  data it follows that the quantity Ep is equal to 0.015 J 
for industrial  water  (first  se r ies  of experiments) ,  which amounts to about 3% of the total radiation energy, 
and 0.045 J for distilled water  (second se r ies  of experiments) .  This value of the energy Ep also c o r r e s -  
ponds to about 3% of the total radiat ion energy.  We assume that these values of Ep were determined at the 
lower l imit ,  since the peak p r e s s u r e  is quite low. 

Moreover ,  in the calculations it was not always possible to account for the energy of the h igh - f r e -  
quency p re s su re  pulses formed by individual gas -vapor  bubbles which follow immediately  behind the f i r s t  
group of waves.  If in computing the energy Ep we take as the p res su re  the value measured  by the ~spa11" 
method, then the coefficient of convers ion of radiant energy into compress ion  energy in the shock wave 
increases  and in many cases reaches  20%. 

Photohydrodynamic Coefficient. In the case of an underwater  explosion of a concentrated chemical 
explosive charge,  the charge energy is t r ans fo rmed  into two forms of mechanical  motion of the medium: 
into the energy Er  of radial  motion of the liquid and into the energy Ep T which is ca r r i ed  away by the 
shock wave. It has been shown that in the case of underwater  TNT explosion these two forms of energy 
are  s imi la r  in absolute magnitude and amount to E r = 0.47Q and Ep T = 0.53Q, where Q is the energy of the 
explosive charge.  It follows f rom the experiments  per formed in the course  of this study that the fraction 
of the l a se r  radiat ion energy which is converted into the energy of radial motion of the medium amounts to 
about 4%, while the f ract ion of the shock wave compress ion  energy measured  in these same experiments  
is no less  than 3%. This implies that the value of the photohydrodyuamic coefficient, i.e.,  the fract ion of 
the total radiat ion energy converted into energy of mechanical  motion of the medium, amounts to no less  
than 7%. We note that in the case in question Ep and E r a re  quantities of the same o rder .  
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The exper iments  conducted show that a significant inc rease  of the magnitude of the photohydrodynamic 
coefficient in the case of l a s e r  radiat ion focusing in water  can be achieved if the ray  is focused on the point 
of a needle or on foil placed in the water .  As a ru le ,  in this case the dimensions of the cavitation bubble 
for  the same radiat ion energy a re  l a rge r  and the bubble acquires  a more  regula r ,  spher ica l ly  symmet r i c  
fo rm.  Calculation using (2.1) shows that the f rac t ion E r  of the energy of the radial  motion of the liquid 
inc reases  to 8-10% when the radiat ion is focused onto foil .  

In conclusion the authors wish to thank R~ Soloukhinfor his in te res t  in this study and severa l  
valuable suggest ions.  
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